AKVIS DRAW 5.0: NOW WITH BLEND MODES AND LOCAL PROCESSING!
June 13, 2017 — AKVIS announces the release of Draw 5.0 for Windows and Mac OS X.
The new version offers the blend mode options allowing you to refine the effect you
want to produce by mixing the original image with the drawing effect in a variety of
ways. The selection tools let you create a seamless combination of photo and drawing.
AKVIS Draw automagically converts digital images into realistic pencil drawings. The
software balances an artistic approach with cutting edge features that makes it
incredibly easy and entertaining to use. Equipped with dozens of presets and adjustable
parameters, the program renders various drawing styles: both b&w and color.
The digital transformation happens extremely quickly, giving you more time to focus on
the creative process. Additionally, the program supports the batch processing feature
that lets you turn all your photos into a sketchbook or a storyboard within just minutes.
Version 5.0 maximizes the versatility of the program by adding a variety of blend
modes that allow to achieve dramatically different results with a simple mouse click.
Also, the new version provides tools for defining the effect area and the updated list of
ready-to-use presets. Be as creative as you want to be!
In Version 5.0:
 Blend Modes
The new version gives you extra room for creativity with the ability to control how the
original image interacts with the drawing effect.
 Local Processing
The new version provides selection tools which help to define the effect area (Effect
Area/No Effect Area pencils).
 New AKVIS Presets
Additional well-configured presets created using the new features will help you to edit
photos in record time and avoid repetitive energy sapping tasks.
 Fixed Minor Bugs
Download AKVIS Draw 5.0 and take advantages of a free 10-day trial period!
The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.7-10.12;
both 32- and 64-bit operating systems. The product is available as a standalone
application and as a plugin to a photo editor.
AKVIS Draw 5.0 Home sells for $49, Deluxe for $69, Business for $89. One license
key allows activating and using the software on two computers.
It is a free upgrade for recent buyers as well for those who bought 1 Year of Updates
during the last 12 months! Users, whose license is not valid for the new version, can
get Draw 5.0 for only $14.95.
AKVIS (http://akvis.com) specializes in development of image and video processing
software. Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful
products: standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.
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